The hysteric magnetization curves of transport and grain currents are measured for a ring shaped sample by applying an a.c. magnetic field and using pickup coils. The dependence of the magnetization curves on the amplitude of the applied a.c. magnetic field can be explained by a simple model. This model takes into account the time dependence of the transport and the intra-grain current. We will show that the mutual interaction of the grain and transport currents cannot be neglected in our samples. At first the influence of an additional d.c. background field on the transport current seems quite unexpected, but this d.c. field dependence can be interpreted too within our model.
Magnetization measurement techniques to determine the critical current density J~ of ceramic superconductors are widely used ~-5. However, the reliability of the obtained J~ values is limited by the model used to extract these values from experimental data. Usually Bean's critical state model is applied with some magnetic induction dependent critical current density Jc(B) 6'7. Bean's model assumes the same J~ (B) throughout the sample. This model generally cannot apply for granular bulk sintered high T~ materials with very heterogeneous properties. Because of their granular character, the magnetization of bulk sintered high Tc superconductors is thought to consist of two contributions. These originate from inter-grain and intra-grain currents. The inter-grain current is usually associated with the transport current. In solid samples the magnetization signal of the intra-grain currents is dominant 4. Using ring shaped samples therefore has two advantages. First, the transport current contribution to the magnetization signal is enhanced with respect to the grain current contribution. This is because the enclosed area of the current loop is much larger than in a solid sample. Second, the ring geometry makes separation of the two current contributions possible 8. The enhancement of the magnetization related to the transport current and the separation of the transport and grain current contributions facilitates interpretation of the experimental data with respect to conventional magnetization techniques. 
Experimental technique
Sintered bulk high Tc superconductors consist of grains with a 'high' Jc connected by weak links with a 'low' J~. In ring shaped samples an applied a.c. magnetic field induces currents. The current loop closed around the ring core (loop 1, Figure la) is associated with the transport current as determined by resistance measurements. Because of the low inter-grain Jc, the magnetic shielding of the ring is incomplete. As a result shielding currents will flow inside the grains (loop 2,
Figure la).
The magnetic induction inside and outside a closed current loop points in opposite directions (see Figure  lb) . Therefore, inside the ring the magnetic induction generated by the transport and grain currents has opposite signs. Outside the ring the senses are the same. This difference is used to separate the magnetization originating from the transport and grain currents. The magnetic flux is measured with a single pickup coil in the ring and a double pickup coil surrounding the ring. The induced pickup voltages U, ol inside and outside the ring are given by
where M~.,~, is the mutual inductance of the transport current with the pickup set inside (outside) the ring, i, is the time derivative of the transport current and g~tojg is the coupling factor of the time derivative of the average grain magnetization 3;/g with the inner (outer) pickup set. The signal arising from the coupling with the field coil is not included in Equation (1) as it is assumed to be eliminated by compensating coils. M~col t and g,,.g Solving Equations (la) and (lb) for the transport current related component Ut and the grain magnetization related component Ug yields
Ug -Uo -/3gU, = -(gog -f3gg,,)Mg
The weight factor/3,~g) is defined by
As /3, > 0 and /3~ < 0 Equation (3a) corresponds to subtraction and Equation (3b) to addition of the inner and outer pickup coil signals. That is, by subtracting the signals of the pickup coils outside and inside the ring with a weight factor/3, we get a signal proportional to the time derivative of the transport current (Equation (3a)). Adding those signals with a weight factor /3~ yields a signal proportional to the time derivative of the average grain magnetization (Equation (3b)). Once the mutual inductances and the coupling factors in Equation (3) are known, the transport current and the average grain magnetization can be calculated by integrating the pickup voltages U, and U~. Assuming coaxial symmetry and a homogeneous transport current distribution, the formalism of Fawzi and Burke 9 can be used to calculate the mutual inductances. If we approximate the average grain magnetization by screening currents flowing in opposite direction on the inner and outer surfaces of the ring, the coupling factors g,~o)~ can also be calculated applying the same formalism.
The a.c. field coil, pickup coils and ring are inserted in a flow cryostat, which m turn ~s placed ms,de the bore of a 5 T solenoid. The maximum a.c. field amplitude is limited to about 20 mT by heat dissipation of the a.c. field coil.
The YBa2CU3OT_6-ring was pressed from powder made by citrate synthesis and pyrolysis'°. An organic binder was added to facilitate pressing ~'. After pressing, the ring was sintered in flowing oxygen for 10 h at 925 °C. The oxygen content was restored by keeping the temperature constant at 450°C for 15 h.
Description of the model
As pointed out in the introduction, bulk ceramic superconductors can have very heterogeneous properties.
This conflicts with the assumption of a single J~(B)-
relation for the interpretation of the magnetization data in terms of a critical state model.
Frankel~2 and more recently D~iumling and Larbalastier 13 applied a finite element technique to determine J~ from the magnetic field of a disc using the critical state model and a static current distribution. Our model extends the finite element technique to the description of the response of the current distribution to a time dependent magnetic field ~a. For this purpose the ring is divided into concentric segments that are inductively coupled to each other and to the a.c. field coil. The time dependent magnetic field induces an electric field in the ring. The induced currents in each segment depend on the local magnitude of the" electric field and the (non-linear) resistivity of the segments. The grains respond to the local field in the ring. They are magnetized with a magnetization Mg. This magnetization generates a field
The factor ct depends on the position relative to the grain (#0 is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum). The transport current flows through weak links at grain boundaries. We assume its path lies outside the intragrain current loops everywhere. In that case ct is positive. The other grains also feel B~ and they lie outside too. So for the other grains c~ is also positive. Taking the average Mg for a segment, Bg is the same for the transport current and the grains. The local field for the transport current and the grains is then given by Bi = B, + ~a BiJ -atx°Mg i
Ba is the applied magnetic induction and Bij is the magnetic induction at segment i generated by the transport current in segment j. As Mgi points in the opposite direction to the applied field its contribution increases the local field. To avoid elaborate calculations the volume of each segment is thought to be entirely filled with spherical grains of the same size. In the unsaturated regime the magnetization is determined by the diamagnetic response. The change in the magnetization Mg~ from time t-fit to t is proportional to the change in the local magnetic induction B~ in that time interval
p.oMg~(t)=~oMgi(t-6t) -3"(B~(t) -Bi(t-6t))
Here 3' is the demagnetization coefficient of the grain. If the magnetization saturates it is given by
The saturated magnetization is not only dependent on the absolute value of the magnetic induction but also on the sign of its time derivative. In the implementation of the model the diamagnetic response of the grain is calculated first. If the calculated magnetization exceeds the saturation value it is set to the saturation value. As M~ depends on the local field and the local field depends on the magnetization, this is an iterative procedure.
Results and discussion
Measurements were performed on a sintered ring pressed from YBa2Cu3OT_6 powder with an inner (outer) diameter of 21 (25) the maximum of the transport current shifts towards the B~ --0 axis (Figure 2c) . At an amplitude of 20 mT the maximum coincides with that axis (Figure 2e ). The maximum crosses the axis if we increase the amplitude further. At small amplitudes the grain magnetization is linear with B~, with hysteresis and a plateau around B~ = 0 (Figures 2b and 2d) . These curves are, except for the plateau, similar to the grain magnetization measured by Calzona et al. 4 , but at larger amplitudes the magnetization starts to saturate (Figure 2jO . Hysteresis occurs at an amplitude where the transport current saturates. From that point on, the plateau starts to develop.
For our model calculations we assumed a typical grain diameter of l0 #m, as found in SEM photographs taken from cross-sections of similar samples. The magnetization of saturated grains was determined by calculation. The current density in the grain was also described with a Kim relation (Jg(B)= J~/(1 + I B/B~I). J~ is three orders of magnitude higher than for the transport current (e.g. Reference 5 reports a Jc of l0 '° A m -2 for the grains and l06 A m -2 for the transport current at 0 T and 77 K). These results were used for the calculation of the ring magnetization curves. The demagnetization coefficient 3' in Equation (8) was estimated from the slope of the measured grain magnetization. However, a was used as a fit parameter to reproduce the measured response of the transport current to increased field amplitudes. The values of the parameters used are listed in Table I .
The calculated transport current for a field amplitude of 3.7 mT (Figure 3a) is similar to the measured curve (Figure 2a ). The grain magnetization shows a little hysteresis. This is a result of the hysteresis of the transport current. As in the unsaturated region the grains just follow the local field which is partly due to the transport current. At an amplitude of l0 mT this hysteresis has a relatively small influence on the grain magnetization, which is virtually linear with the applied field. The corresponding transport current maximum has not shifted compared to the position at an amplitude of 3.7 mT. For an amplitude of 20 mT the maximum in the transport current has shifted to the B,--0 axis. Now the grain magnetization has started to saturate. The calculations show a shift of the transport current maxima when the grain magnetization saturates, consistent with measurement.
If we compare the calculated grain magnetization curves (Figure 3 ) with the measured ones, the hysteresis of the measured curves is larger. This difference can be partly be attributed to the limitations of our model. First, we assume one typical grain size instead of a grain size distribution. The small grains will saturate at lower field amplitudes causing a small hysteresis. Second, we assume a homogeneous magnetization. However, in the ring there will be poorly superconducting regions or even holes. Third, the grains in the ring generally will not be spherical. Next to model limitations the experimental setup plays a major role. In Equation (3) we assume a perfect cancelling of the transport related pickup voltages of the inner and outer pickup set. This does not hold if we look at the signals in detail. The pickup voltages consist of the contributions of different segments, while the transport current hysteresis in each changes first influence the outer segments. When these saturate the inner segments follow. Therefore, /j(t) has roughly the same shape for all segments but it has shifted in time. We now introduce an average current I and develop the current in segment j with respect to its time shift 6tj relative to the average current, neglecting the shape differences (12) With substitution of Equation (12) 
B,~ (A)
where U~o~ is the pickup voltage of the inner (outer) pickup set, M~o~, the mutual inductance between segment j and the pickup set,/j, the time derivative of the current in segment j, &j, the time difference between the average current I and the current in segment j and AMj = Mii-/~,Moj, the difference in mutual induction of the inner and outer pickup set with the current. The choice of /3, in Equation (3b) corresponds to making Ez~M/= 0. However, the two terms in the right-hand side of Equation (12) cannot simultaneously be made zero. There will inevitably be a non-zero contribution of the transport current to the grain magnetization proportional to I'. For the integrated pickup voltage this is proportional to I. This is illustrated in Figure 4 . The solid curve is the transport current part of the pickup voltages after the addition as given by Equation (3b). The weight .02 Figure 4 Influence of the imperfect cancelling of the transport current on the measured grain magnetization. The solid curve is the remaining signal after addition of the integrated pickup voltages. If we add this signal to the calculated curve in Figure 3d we get the dashed curve
Figure 6 fields
Transport current calculated for different background factor (Equation (4)) is identical to the one used in the measurement. If we add this signal to the calculated grain magnetization in Figure 3d we get the dashed
curve. This dashed curve shows a plateau similar to the measured grain magnetization in Figure 2d . So the imperfect cancelling of the transport current has a significant influence on the measured grain magnetization. In the same way the plateaux in Figures 2b and 2f can be explained. The grain magnetization related part of the pickup signal is 10 times smaller than the transport current related part. Therefore imperfect cancelling of the grain magnetization has not such a pronounced influence as the imperfect suppressing of the transport current. Furthermore a major part of the grain magnetization is linear in the applied field. This minimizes its contribution after subtraction. At minimum I Bal the local field is effectively lowered by the grain magnetization induced field. At maximum I nal the local field is increased. These local field changes increase the transport current at minimum I Ba I and reduce it at maximum I Bal. Because of the field dependence of the grain magnetization its contribution becomes smaller at higher applied fields and is negligible for high background fields (> 100 mT). Then no increase or decrease of the transport current is observed. The calculated transport current corresponding to the measured results in Figure 5 is shown in Figure 6 . 
Conclusions
The transport current and the grain magnetization can be separated in a straightforward way. It makes interpretation of the transport current obtained from magnetization measurements easier, because we can study their mutual influence. As shown, the hysteresis of the grain magnetization has a large effect on the transport current. This can be attributed to the field generated by the grains. A simple model can reproduce the observed transport current and the grain magnetization curves qualitatively. The model can be very helpful in the interpretation of magnetization measurements on inhomogeneous superconductors.
